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Abstract

The ICJ, in its Judgment in The Congo v. Belgium (the so-called Yerodia case), stated in a problematic obiter dictum that, before national courts, former Ministers for Foreign Affairs enjoy immunity even if they committed a serious international crime, unless they acted in their private capacity. It seems that this statement (for which the Court gives no reasons) does not properly reflect the current state of customary international law. Rather, modern state practice and opinion juris deny immunities for core crimes to all former and incumbent state officials with the sole exception of the highest state representatives such as Heads of State or Ministers for Foreign Affairs; and even these persons are protected only while in office (as has been demonstrated in the Pinochet case). It is submitted that this rule not only reflects positive law but at the same time strikes the proper balance between, on the one hand, the need to protect a state’s ability to discharge its most important tasks (such as the maintenance of peace), and, on the other hand, the need to punish serious violations of human rights (once retired, even Heads of State can be held responsible).

On 14 February 2002, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague handed down for the first time a decision concerning the availability of state immunity against international crimes in a case between the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Belgium.1 The argument between both states arose on 11 April 2000 when a Belgium judge issued an international arrest warrant against Mr Yerodia, the then Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Belgium wanted to try Mr Yerodia for grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and the additional protocols
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thereto and for crimes against humanity. The acts charged were committed in 1998, before Mr Yerodia became Minister of Foreign Affairs, and included speeches allegedly inciting attacks on the Tutsi population in Kinshasa. In its application to the ICJ, the Congo claimed that Mr Yerodia, as the incumbent Minister of Foreign Affairs of a foreign state, enjoyed immunity before Belgian courts and that the warrant violated such immunity. The ICJ accepted that such immunity indeed existed and ordered Belgium to cancel the arrest warrant. Belgium complied with this order. Moreover, the ICJ, in an obiter dictum, held that not only would an incumbent Minister of Foreign Affairs be covered by state immunity but also a former such Minister with respect to his or her official acts.2

The present article will focus mainly on the latter issue. It will argue that the ICJ erred in its decision that there exists immunity for former Ministers of Foreign Affairs which attaches to the official nature of an act, if a core crime has been committed (the term ‘core crime’ is used to denote genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes3). In doing so, the article will take into consideration that the ICJ’s decision was not rendered in a legal vacuum: on the one hand, there exists a comprehensive system of state immunity in international law which forms the legal background for any analysis in this field of law. On the other hand, beginning with the House of Lords’ Pinochet decisions of 1998 and 1999,4 a corpus of modern case law, state practice and opinio juris has emerged in the law of state immunity which specifically relates to serious human rights violations. Thus, this article will develop its thesis in four parts. Part 1 will summarize the relevant passages of the decision, indicating possible legal issues. Part 2 tries to place the issue of immunity for core crimes in the context of the law on state immunity and to determine its present state. Part 3 compares the
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2 Judgment, supra note 1, para. 61: according to the Court, a former Minister of Foreign Affairs can be held criminally responsible only for acts committed in a private capacity.

3 These are — with the exception of the crime of aggression — the crimes under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court and the Ad Hoc Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. Whether aggression, for the purposes of state immunity, must be considered as a core crime cannot be decided in this article.

Immunity for Core Crimes?

1 The Judgment’s Examination of State Immunity

The merits of the case have a tripartite structure. A first section determines what, in the opinion of the Court, is the international law of immunity for Ministers of Foreign Affairs. In a second section, the judges apply this law to the facts of the case and conclude that Belgium’s arrest warrant violated Congo’s immunity. The third section then determines that the only possible remedy for this breach of international law is to cancel the warrant. There are legal issues with regard to all three parts of the merits. However, as indicated above, the present article will deal only with the first issue, the Court’s determination of the law of state immunity, and, in particular, with the question of whether former Ministers of Foreign Affairs (or other former state officials) are entitled to immunity for their official conduct.

At the very outset of the first section of the judgment, the Court states that ‘in international law it is firmly established that, as also diplomatic and consular agents, certain holders of high-ranking office in a state, such as the Head of State, Head of Government and Minister of Foreign Affairs, enjoy immunities from jurisdiction in other states.’ This introductory sentence clearly indicates where the focus of the Court’s deliberations lies: it considers the problem of state immunity exclusively with regard to the few top representatives of a state. It will be suggested below that certain inconsistencies in the decision are due to this narrow perspective. A second particularity in the quote is that it equates the immunity of Ministers of Foreign Affairs with the immunity of Heads of State. This equation suggests that serving Ministers of Foreign Affairs enjoy the same type of state immunity as serving Heads of State, namely, absolute immunity ratione personae (or ‘personal immunity’). In the subsequent paragraphs, the decision reasons that the unfettered discharge of the functions of a Minister of Foreign Affairs — which the Court considers similar to those of a Head of State — requires the same immunity as is needed for a Head of State.

Thus, according to the Court, the rationale of the immunity available for Heads of State and Ministers of Foreign Affairs is their ability to discharge their functions.

Having stated these principles, the judgment turns to the question of whether there
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5 Judgment, supra note 1, paras 41 et seq.
6 Ibid, at paras 62 et seq.
7 Ibid, at para. 72 et seq.
8 Cf. e.g. on the question of whether the issuance of the arrest warrant was in violation of international law, the Dissenting Opinion of Judge Van den Wyngaert, paras 72 et seq. on the question of whether the arrest warrant continued to be internationally wrongful after Mr Yerodia ceased to be Minister of Foreign Affairs, cf. the Joint Separate Opinion of Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, paras 86 et seq.
9 Judgment, supra note 1, para. 51.
11 Judgment, supra note 1, paras 53–55.
12 On the method applied by the Court to arrive at this conclusion, cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 855.
is an exception to such immunity with regard to war crimes or crimes against humanity. After a very short discussion, the judgment concludes that it is ‘unable to deduce from [state] practice that there exists under customary international law any form of exception to the rule according immunity from criminal jurisdiction and inviolability to incumbent Ministers for Foreign Affairs, where they are suspected of having committed war crimes or crimes against humanity’. Obviously, the Court here refers to two cases which it had mentioned in the previous paragraph, namely, to the statement of Lord Browne-Wilkinson in *Pinochet*, saying that serving ambassadors and sitting Heads of State enjoy ‘complete immunity from all actions and prosecutions’, and to the French *Cour de Cassation* in *Qaddafi*, saying that for reasons of immunity incumbent Heads of State may not be prosecuted unless there is a special provision to the contrary in international law. Besides these two statements, the only other reason given by the Court for its decision is its dismissal of the statutes and the jurisprudence of the Nuremberg Tribunal and the Ad Hoc Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda as well as the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court as bearing no relevance for national procedures.

These arguments mark the end of the Court’s deliberations on the legal framework of state immunity. With regard to the method applied by the Court, the two most striking features of these deliberations are that, as already mentioned, they deal only with *high-ranking officials*, and, moreover, they consider the situation of such
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13 Judgment, supra note 1, paras 56 et seq.
14 Ibid, at para. 58.
16 *Pinochet* (No. 3), supra note 10, at 844 (per Lord Browne-Wilkinson).
18 Both decisions are mentioned where the Court describes the case of the Congo (para. 57).
21 Cf. Article 6(2) of the Statute of the International Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR Statute); the Statute was adopted pursuant to Security Council Resolution 955 of 8 November 1994, reprinted in 31 ILM 1598; available at www.ictr.org/legal.htm.
23 Judgment, supra note 1, para. 58.
high-ranking officials only while in office. Indeed, this is exactly the situation which
the Court had to decide: Mr Yerodia, at the time of the issuance of the Belgian arrest
warrant, was the serving Minister of Foreign Affairs of his country. Moreover, he
committed his allegedly criminal acts before becoming Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Thus, if there was any immunity which could be raised against the warrant, it would
not be an immunity attaching to the official character of the acts but only to his official
status at the time of the issuance of the warrant (these were, in fact, the reasons which
led the Court to its finding against Belgium).

Having in mind this situation and the (limited) scope of the Court’s deliberations, an
attentive reader would probably assume that the Court would also limit its
conclusions on the law of state immunity to the immunities enjoyed by an incumbent
Minister of Foreign Affairs. However, this assumption is wrong. The judges, when
summarizing their analysis, state inter alia:

[After a person ceases to hold the office of Minister for Foreign Affairs, he or she will no longer
enjoy all of the immunities accorded by international law in other States. Provided that it has
jurisdiction under international law, a court of one State may try a former Minister for Foreign
Affairs of another State in respect of acts committed prior or subsequent to his or her period of office,
as well as in respect of acts committed during that period of office in a private capacity.]

Thus, the Court suddenly (and in an obiter dictum) extends its decision to former
Ministers of Foreign Affairs, putting incumbent and former high-ranking officials on
the same footing. The Court thereby seems to recognize an unrestricted immunity for
all acts committed in the official capacity of a former Minister of Foreign Affairs. This is
all the more surprising as the only rationale for immunity which is mentioned by the
Court is to protect the ability of the highest state officials to discharge their functions,
whereas, clearly, a former official no longer has any functions which would require
protection. But these issues regarding merely the persuasiveness of the Court’s
arguments are not the only issues. In a more general perspective, the problem of the
Court’s formulation is that, as will be seen below, any decision on immunities for
official acts cannot be understood as being restricted to ‘official acts of former Minister
of Foreign Affairs’, as there is no such category in international law. Moreover,
depending on the meaning of the terms ‘private capacity’ and ‘official capacity’ —
which will also be considered in more detail below — this decision might be conceived
as a step backwards to before the House of Lords’ Pinochet judgment. In this landmark
decision, Lord Hope, one of the six judges who denied immunity to Pinochet, stated
with regard to international crimes:

A head of state is still protected while in office by the immunity ratione personae, but the
immunity ratione materiae on which he would have to rely on leaving office must be denied to
him.

24 The reasons given in the passage on immunities of Ministers of Foreign Affairs relate to incumbent officials
only, and, moreover, the quotes from Lord Browne-Wilkinson in Pinochet and the Cour de Cassation in
Qaddafi also relate to serving Heads of State; cf. e.g. Judgment, supra note 1, paras 51 and 58.
25 Judgment, supra note 1, para. 61.
26 Ibid. at para. 61 (emphasis added).
27 Pinochet (No. 3), supra note 10, at 886–887 (per Lord Hope) (emphasis added).
This and other precedents, as well as the gap between the Court’s reasons (which only refer to incumbent Ministers of Foreign Affairs) and the concluding paragraph (which suddenly includes also former officials), require an evaluation of the ICJ’s decision in the light of the current law of state immunity for core crimes.

2 State Immunity

A The General System of State Immunity

State immunity is the right not to be submitted to the exercise of foreign jurisdiction. Its purpose, in general, is to safeguard the ability of states to discharge their functions without foreign interference, as well as to protect their dignity. Moreover, the area of state immunity which borders on diplomatic immunity also serves to facilitate and maintain international relations. As is indicated by the term ‘state immunity’ itself, the primary tenant and beneficiary of this right is the state. This is reflected in the fact that immunity may be waived only by a state, never by an individual. However, if state immunity was strictly restricted to states as legal entities, no effective protection would be achieved. Rather, it would be very easy to circumvent the law by simply suing or charging certain state officials instead of the state itself. Therefore, state immunity — in a derivative form — also covers those individuals who act on behalf of the state. This derivative state immunity exists in two different forms.

In most cases, the individual (incumbent or former) state official is protected only with respect to official conduct (i.e. *ratione materiae*). The person *as such* is not
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28 On the purposes of state immunity, cf. in more detail below; notes 70 et seq and the accompanying text.
29 Ambos, ‘Der Fall Pinochet’, supra note 4, at 23.
31 Judgment, supra note 1, paras 53–54.
33 Brownlie, supra note 30, at 343–344.
35 For a more detailed explanation of these types of immunity, see Cassese, supra note 10, at 862–864; see also Zappalà, supra note 17, at 598; cf. also Wedgwood, ‘International Criminal Law and Augusto Pinochet’, 40 *Virginia Journal of International Law* (2000) 829, at 838.
36 In the German Scotland Yard case of 1978, for example, the German Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof) decided that the conduct of the Director of Scotland Yard was attributable directly to the UK, and that it therefore could not be made an object of an exercise of German jurisdiction: 32 *Neue Juristische Wochenschrift* (1979) 1101, at 1102.
37 *Pinochet (No. 3)*, supra note 10, at 844 (per Lord Browne-Wilkinson); other terms used are functional or organic immunities, cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 862.
protected by immunity \textit{ratione materiae}. In terms of duration, this immunity only ends if the state itself ceases to exist.

In contrast, the second kind of derivative state immunity, immunity \textit{ratione personae}, is, in principle, all-encompassing in that it attaches to the person as such: any exercise of (compulsory) foreign jurisdiction, regardless of the conduct in question, is incompatible with this immunity. It is available only for the highest state officials (including Heads of State\textsuperscript{38}) who are the most important guarantors of a state’s internal stability and external reliability. The judgment states in this respect that ‘no distinction can be drawn between acts performed by a Minister of Foreign Affairs in an “official capacity” and those claimed to have been performed in a “private capacity”, or, for that matter, between acts performed before the person concerned assumed office as a Minister of Foreign Affairs and acts committed during the period of office’.\textsuperscript{39}

However, immunity \textit{ratione personae} also has a ‘weak spot’, in that it is available only during the term of office. After the person has ceased to hold office, he or she is no longer protected by immunity \textit{ratione personae}. Once retired, such a person, like any other state official,\textsuperscript{40} enjoys only immunity \textit{ratione materiae} with respect to his or her official conduct.\textsuperscript{41}

Thus, the two\textsuperscript{42} kinds of state immunity which protect individuals are, first, immunity \textit{ratione materiae} shielding every incumbent or former state official, but only with regard to his or her official conduct; and, secondly, absolute immunity \textit{ratione personae} which shields the person as such, but only temporarily, during his or her term of office.\textsuperscript{43} It now becomes apparent that, as has been indicated above, within this system of state immunity there cannot be a category termed ‘immunities of former Ministers of Foreign Affairs’; rather, the immunity available to former Ministers of Foreign Affairs is the same as for every other former state official, namely, immunity \textit{ratione materiae}.

Finally, it should be noted that diplomatic or consular immunity\textsuperscript{44} must not be confused with state immunity,\textsuperscript{45} but that on the other hand diplomats and consular agents are state officials and therefore are protected not only by diplomatic immunity but also by state immunity (\textit{ratione materiae}). This protection is necessary with regard


\textsuperscript{39} Judgment, supra note 1, para. 55.

\textsuperscript{40} Cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 863.


\textsuperscript{42} Commentators and state practice agree on this dichotomy; cf. the extensive references provided by Cassese, supra note 10, at 853, nn. 26–29; for a criticism, see Bröhmer, supra note 4, at 233 et seq.

\textsuperscript{43} On the differences between immunity \textit{ratione materiae} and immunity \textit{ratione personae}, cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 862–864.

\textsuperscript{44} Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations of 1961, 500 UNTS 95; Vienna Convention on Consular Relations of 1963, 596 UNTS 262.

\textsuperscript{45} On the issue of diplomatic and consular immunities with regard to core crimes, cf. Wirth, supra note 12, at 446–449; on the differences between state and diplomatic immunities, cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 864.
to third states which are not bound by the regulations of diplomatic or consular immunity.

B Exceptions from State Immunity? Precedents and States’ Opinions

This section of the article will examine if there are exceptions to the immunities set out above with regard to criminal procedures for the alleged commission of core crimes.\textsuperscript{46} As the ICJ seems to accept that prosecutions before international judicial organs (such as the future International Criminal Court or the Ad Hoc Tribunals) cannot be barred by immunities,\textsuperscript{47} the following survey shall be confined to sources which clearly relate to national prosecutions.

At the latest since \textit{Pinochet}, exceptions to state immunity are contemplated with regard to international core crimes. As the \textit{Pinochet} case has been analysed and interpreted elsewhere, it may suffice here to state that an analysis of the individual votes of the decision reveals that four of the seven Law Lords denied immunity for core crimes in general\textsuperscript{48} — not just for torture under the Convention Against Torture. Therefore, the decision must be regarded as state practice\textsuperscript{49} and \textit{opinio juris} that immunity \textit{ratione materiae} does not exist for international crimes like torture, genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes. It must also be said, however, that the decision affirms that the immunity \textit{ratione personae} of incumbent Heads of State is an effective shield (even) against prosecutions for the alleged commission of international core crimes.\textsuperscript{50}

Besides \textit{Pinochet}, other state practice exists\textsuperscript{51} which supports the view that there are exceptions to state immunity. For example, states which requested the extradition of \textit{Pinochet} (Spain,\textsuperscript{52} Belgium, Switzerland and France) or otherwise instituted proceedings (Germany\textsuperscript{53}) must have supposed that there was no immunity.

Moreover, in the \textit{Bouterse} case in the Netherlands, the \textit{Gerechtshof} Amsterdam held that ‘the commission of very serious offences — as are concerned here [i.e. the crime against humanity of torture] — cannot be considered to be one of the official duties of

\begin{itemize}
  \item For a more detailed analysis of this question, cf. Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 433–446.
  \item Judgment, \textit{supra} note 1, para. 58; probably the Court correctly assumed that, to date, in all cases of international criminal tribunals, the respective states must be considered to have waived their right to immunity; cf. Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 442; cf. also Cassese, \textit{supra} note 10, at 864–866.
  \item Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 434–437. For the reasons given in this article, the present author does not share the rather pessimistic analysis of Bianchi, \textit{supra} note 4, at 249, who holds that most of the votes were confined to torture.
  \item Cf. \textit{Pinochet (No. 3)}, \textit{supra} note 10, at 898 (per Lord Hutton), at 902 (per Lord Saville), at 913 (per Lord Millet), and at 915–916 (per Lord Phillips); cf. also Bianchi, \textit{supra} note 4, at 248–249 and 254, n. 73.
  \item Cf. also Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 439–442.
  \item On the German proceedings, cf. Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 441.
\end{itemize}
a head of state.\textsuperscript{54} Thus, the court denied immunity to Bouterse for crimes allegedly committed by him while in office (however, it will be submitted below that arriving at this conclusion by negating the official character of the respective conduct is not the best theoretical approach). On appeal to the \textit{Hoge Raad}, the \textit{Gerechtshof}'s finding on immunity remained unchallenged (even though the decision as a whole was set aside \textit{inter alia} for reasons regarding the principle of legality).\textsuperscript{55}

A further example of state practice — even if not a typical one — is Regulation 2000/15 of the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor.\textsuperscript{56} The Regulation establishes special panels at the Dili District Court which have jurisdiction over genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes and a few other very serious crimes. Section 15(2) of the Regulation is an almost verbatim copy of Article 27(2) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. It reads:

\begin{quote}
Immunities or special procedural rules which may attach to the official capacity of a person, whether under national or international law, shall not bar the panels from exercising its jurisdiction over such a person.
\end{quote}

Clearly, the UN (which issued the Regulation) is not a state. However, the UN Administration in East Timor is acting \textit{on behalf} of the new state of East Timor. Moreover, it is doing so with the consent of the states represented in the Security Council.\textsuperscript{57}

Finally, to date, many states have developed an \textit{opinio juris} according to which the doctrine of state immunity is not absolute with regard to core crimes. During the eighth and ninth sessions of the Preparatory Commission for the ICC (PrepCom),\textsuperscript{58} three instruments were negotiated which relate to state immunity: the Agreement on Privileges and Immunities, the UN–ICC Relationship Agreement and the Principles for a Headquarters Agreement Between the Host State and the ICC.\textsuperscript{59} In the discussions, it became clear that many states wanted to clarify that the Relationship Agreement was not an obstacle for the present developments regarding state immunity for core crimes. Therefore, it was decided to insert Article 32, which reads: ‘The present Agreement is without prejudice to relevant rules of international law, including

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{57} Resolution 1272, UN Doc. S/RSS/1272 (1999).
\item \textsuperscript{58} The eighth and ninth sessions of the Preparatory Commission for the ICC took place from 24 September to 5 October 2000 and from 8 April to 19 April 2002 at the UN headquarters in New York.
\item \textsuperscript{59} Draft Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the Court, UN Doc. PCNICC/2001/1/Add.1; Draft Relationship Agreement Between the Court and the United Nations; UN Doc. PCNICC/2001/1/Add.1; Draft Basic Principles Governing an Agreement to be Negotiated Between the International Criminal Court and the Kingdom of the Netherlands Regarding the Headquarters of the Court, UN Doc. PCNICC/2002/WGHQA/L.1; all available at www.un.org/law/icc/prepcomm/ninth.htm.
\end{itemize}
international humanitarian law.’ A similar statement was inserted as Principle No. 40 into the Principles for the Headquarters Agreement. The rationale behind both provisions is that many states are of the opinion that certain exceptions to state immunity exist and that the said legal instruments should not be interpreted in such a way as to confirm the existence of immunities for core crimes. Moreover, according to some states, these clauses mark a caveat that even immunities under these agreements are not all-encompassing. An even clearer expression of this opinion was stated by Paula Escarameia, the representative of Portugal, on behalf of Austria, Belgium, Chile, Portugal, South Africa and Switzerland at the final plenary meeting of the eighth session of the Preparatory Commission with regard to the interpretation of Article 19 of the Privileges and Immunities Agreement.\(^{60}\) The Article provides that the UN shall waive any immunities of their personnel, if this is necessary for prosecutions by the ICC. In this context, the six states noted that with regard to Article 19 immunities cannot be waived if they do not exist. Thus, these states are of the opinion that immunities of UN personnel are not all-encompassing.\(^{61}\) Their statement remained unchallenged.

Apart from examples of state practice and opinion, there are also interesting passages in the jurisprudence of the ICTY, which are a strong confirmation of the developments in state practice and must be considered in the light of Article 38(1)(d) of the Statute of the ICJ. In \textit{Blaskic}, the Tribunal said that:

\begin{quote}
[It] would seem that one of the consequences of the \textit{jus cogens} character bestowed by the international community upon the prohibition of torture is that every State is entitled to investigate, prosecute and punish or extradite individuals accused of torture, who are present in a territory under its jurisdiction. Indeed, it would be inconsistent on the one hand to prohibit torture to such an extent as to restrict the normally unfettered treaty-making power of
\end{quote}


\(^{63}\) The different kinds of immunities of UN personnel and the question of whether they would protect a bearer of office against prosecutions for core crimes cannot be discussed here. However, the states were right to assert that Article 19, in any case, does not imply that there exist immunities for core crimes. The reason is that there are offences under the jurisdiction of the ICC which are not core crimes and for which immunities indeed will have to be waived in order to allow the court to prosecute UN officials. These are offences against the administration of justice (Article 70 of the Rome Statute). With regard to these offences, it makes perfect sense to include a provision like Article 19 in the Relationship Agreement, because UN officials are very likely to be witnesses before the ICC who must be ‘deterred’, for instance, from giving false testimony.

sovereign States, and on the other hand bar States from prosecuting and punishing those torturers who have engaged in this odious practice abroad.\textsuperscript{63}

The words emphasized clearly indicate that the judges did not confine their statement to prosecutions before international courts.

Most of the state practice mentioned above and the opinions voiced by states and international courts would be reconcilable with the view of \textit{Pinochet} that, whereas immunity \textit{ratione personae} could — temporarily — bar core crimes prosecutions, this is not the case with mere immunity \textit{ratione materiae} (one could even argue that some of the formulations deny immunity \textit{ratione personae}, as well). On the other hand, none of the sources quoted would allow the conclusion that mere immunity \textit{ratione materiae} could bar such prosecutions. This also holds true for the recent French \textit{Qaddafi} decision which expressly accepted that there are possible exceptions to state immunity\textsuperscript{64} and which, moreover, concerned a \textit{sitting} Head of State (who according to \textit{Pinochet} is entitled to immunity \textit{ratione personae}).

Finally, it is worth noting that decisions in civil cases or in criminal cases regarding national crimes cannot be regarded as valid precedents for the issue of state immunity for the prosecutions of core crimes. Rather, an interpretation of state practice in cases which did not relate to the prosecution of core crimes shows that the law of state immunity (\textit{ratione materiae}) applied in these cases does not comprise core crimes prosecutions.\textsuperscript{65} This view has most recently been confirmed in the civil proceedings in the \textit{Mugabe} case,\textsuperscript{66} where the court implied that criminal proceedings against foreign Heads of State or other high officials follow different rules to civil ones. The relevant passage reads:

\begin{quote}
[D]evelopments in the criminal context, whether concerning former or sitting government leaders, have advanced more definitively than the parameters defining permissible jurisdiction over sitting heads-of-states extending to personal conduct in civil matters.\textsuperscript{67}
\end{quote}

Similar implications may be drawn from the opinion of Lord Phillips in \textit{Pinochet}.\textsuperscript{68}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[63] \textit{Prosecutor v. Furundzija}, Case No. IT–95–17/1–T, Judgment, 10 December 1998, para. 156 (emphasis added); cf. also para. 140. The decisions in \textit{Blaskic} and \textit{Furundzija} expressly pronounced on national prosecutions (as opposed to international ones). The decisions say that defendants cannot raise immunity against prosecutions for core crimes before national courts. In contrast, other decisions of the tribunals (e.g. \textit{Prosecutor v. Kunarac}, Case No. IT–96–23–T and IT–96–23/1–T, Judgment, 22 February 2001, para. 494) do not expressly relate to national prosecutions but state that there is no immunity, without, however, clarifying whether their statements are intended to cover not only international but also national prosecutions.
\item[64] \textit{[L]e crime dénoncé [i.e. terrorism] ne relève pas des exceptions au principe de l’immunité de juridiction des chefs d’État étrangers en exercice.’ Qaddafi, supra note 17.}
\item[65] Cf. Wirth, supra note 32, at 442–446.
\item[66] \textit{Tachiona v. Mugabe}, 169 F Supp 2d 259 (SDNY 2001). The plaintiff’s claims against Mugabe for damages for an alleged campaign of violence against the political opposition in Zimbabwe were dismissed in part because Mugabe was the \textit{sitting} Head of State of Zimbabwe.
\item[67] \textit{Ibid.}, at 281.
\item[68] \textit{Pinochet (No. 3)}, supra note 10, at 918 and 922–923; Lord Phillips refers to criminal law precedents only; cf. on this question Wirth, supra note 4, at 74.
\end{footnotes}
C The Current Law of State Immunity for Core Crimes

In conclusion, it may be stated that it has been recognized in all relevant precedents that immunity *ratione materiae* is no protection against core crimes prosecutions and, consequently, that ‘normal’ state officials and all former state officials, including the highest representatives, may be prosecuted abroad for these crimes.\(^69\) Whereas some precedents could be interpreted as going even further, i.e. allowing prosecutions even against persons protected by immunity *ratione personae*, it remains doubtful whether these precedents are in accordance with the hierarchy of values recognized by modern international law.\(^70\) The highest of these values is the maintenance of peace; and immunity *ratione personae*, protecting the most important representatives and decision-makers of a state, helps to safeguard the ability of a state to contribute to the maintenance of international and internal peace.\(^71\) In fact, in a situation where the highest functionaries of a state were arrested or otherwise seriously constrained in the exercise of their functions by a foreign state, the risk of war would be obvious.\(^72\) Therefore, it is submitted that immunity *ratione personae* should prevail even over the very important value which is addressed by the criminal prosecution of core crimes, namely, human rights.\(^73\) On the other hand, however, immunity *ratione materiae* is no effective means for safeguarding the person of a state official, because his or her private acts are not covered. Neither is such safeguard warranted, as ‘normal’ officials can usually be replaced without endangering the ability of a state to discharge its functions and maintain peace. As to retired officials, high-ranking as they may have been, they need not even be replaced to guarantee a state’s ability to discharge its functions.\(^74\) Thus, it may be concluded that immunity *ratione materiae* protects mainly the state’s dignity in that it prevents a foreign state from judging another state’s conduct. This latter value, state dignity, obviously cannot trump human rights. Therefore, immunity *ratione materiae* should be no obstacle to the prosecution of the most serious violations of human rights which are described in the concept of core crimes. Thus, it is submitted that the *Pinochet* rule on state immunity is not only a manifestation of state practice and *opinio juris* but is also in accordance with the hierarchy of values of the international community.

It must be added that the situation is different if an international court like the ICC or the Ad Hoc Tribunals conducts the prosecutions (these courts are entitled to
Immunity for Core Crimes?

However, Article 27 of the Rome Statute — which is a treaty-based waiver of all immunities including immunity \textit{ratione personae} — is not applicable to Heads of State and other high-ranking state officials of non-party states which enjoy immunity \textit{ratione personae}; cf. Wirth, \textit{supra} note 32, at 453.

Imagine, for example, the situation if Milosevic had not been prosecuted by the ICTY but by a Croatian prosecutor.


\textit{Judgment}, \textit{supra} note 1, para. 53.

\textit{Cf. also Cassese, supra} note 10, at 855.

Does the ICJ’s Opinion Correctly Reflect the Current Law of State Immunity?

The ICJ’s decision with regard to the immunity of Ministers of Foreign Affairs raises at least two legal issues. First, due to the lack of relevant state practice, to date it was not clear whether Ministers of Foreign Affairs enjoy the same immunities as Heads of State. The result of the equation made by the Court is that an incumbent Minister of Foreign Affairs enjoys immunity \textit{ratione personae} from foreign jurisdiction under all circumstances regardless of whether he or she is at home or abroad or whether the act in question has been committed in an official or in a private capacity. As noted above, the Court arrived at this conclusion by emphasizing the similarity of the functions of both state representatives. Indeed, if the above reasoning is applied, it seems very plausible that the position of a Minister of Foreign Affairs is important enough to accord him or her the same immunities as a Head of State: a Minister of Foreign Affairs maintains the foreign relations of a state and thus plays a crucial role in the management of inter-state conflicts; in this respect, he or she is even more important than an ambassador, who — at least in the receiving state — enjoys immunity \textit{ratione personae}. Thus, it is submitted that the judgment was correct in treating Ministers of Foreign Affairs on the same footing as Heads of State.

\textit{Prosecute even persons protected by immunity \textit{ratione personae}}. In such a case, the public disturbances caused by the prosecution would most probably be mitigated because much less doubt would exist as to the legality and fairness of such proceedings. Moreover, international courts and tribunals are backed by a great number of states which represent a more effective deterrent against a violent reaction than the power of a single nation. Finally, in any case, the states parties to the Rome Statute, with regard to the application of this Statute, waived any immunities by accepting its Article 27.
However, with regard to the second issue, the present writer cannot agree with the Court: if the current law of state immunity was correctly stated in the paragraphs above, then it would follow that the Court was wrong in also holding that a former Minister of Foreign Affairs is immune against core crimes prosecutions. This is because such a decision implies that immunity \textit{ratione materiae} — the only immunity available to former state officials — covers core crimes. However, to grant immunity \textit{ratione materiae} in cases of core crimes would mean granting it to every state official, as even the lowest-ranking state officials are protected by immunity \textit{ratione materiae}\textsuperscript{81} (as has been indicated above, there is no separate category of ‘immunity of former Ministers of Foreign Affairs’ in international law). Consequently, the vast majority of the perpetrators who are usually responsible for the commission of ‘crimes of state’\textsuperscript{82} such as genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes would be immune.\textsuperscript{83} It seems that this is what the Court overlooked when focusing exclusively on ‘holders of high-ranking office’ instead of taking an approach which considers the whole system of state immunity.\textsuperscript{84} There is only one way to harmonize the views of the ICJ with the prevailing state practice, namely, to understand the term ‘official act’ in such a way that it, \textit{per definitionem}, excludes the commission of core crimes. This approach was taken by some of the dissenting judges\textsuperscript{85} in the case under discussion, in the \textit{Bouterse} decision\textsuperscript{86} and also by some of the judges in the \textit{Pinochet} case.\textsuperscript{87} However, it is not the most satisfactory method of dealing with the problem.\textsuperscript{88} First, it is clear that, in general, the term ‘official act’ cannot be interpreted to comprise only legal conduct.\textsuperscript{89} Otherwise, immunity for official acts would only exist if, in the opinion of the prosecuting state, the act in question was legal. In such cases, however, the prosecution would be pointless anyway. Moreover, one could make the following \textit{argumentum ad absurdum} with regard to the Convention Against Torture:\textsuperscript{90} Article 1(1) of the Convention

\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Pinochet} (No. 3), supra note 10, at 845 (per Lord Browne-Wilkinson): ‘the ambassador, like any other official of the state, enjoys immunity in relation to his official acts’ (emphasis added); \textit{Zappalà}, supra note 17, at 598.


\textsuperscript{83} Judge Al-Khasawneh in his Dissenting Opinion, para. 6, correctly points out that the gravest crimes are committed by states.

\textsuperscript{84} A similar criticism has been voiced by Judge Van den Wyngaert in her Dissenting Opinion, paras 5–6.

\textsuperscript{85} The Joint Separate Opinion of Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal holds that ‘State-related motives are not the proper test for determining what constitutes public State acts’ (para. 85) but fails to provide an alternative definition.

\textsuperscript{86} Supra note 54.

\textsuperscript{87} Cf. \textit{e.g.} \textit{Pinochet} (No. 3), supra note 10, at 899 (per Lord Hutton); for a criticism of these views, cf. Brömmer, supra note 4, at 232–233.

\textsuperscript{88} Cf. also the convincing criticism of Cassese, supra note 10, at 867–870.

\textsuperscript{89} For example, if State A is of the opinion that the leaders of State B committed a breach of a treaty in force between both states State A cannot prosecute the leaders of State B for this alleged violation of the law: cf. also Wedgewood, supra note 35, at 819.

\textsuperscript{90} Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 10 December 1984, 1465 UNTS 85; UN Doc. A/RES39/46; 23 ILM 1027 (1984) (draft) and 24 ILM 535 (1985) (changes to the draft on adoption).
provides that ‘the term “torture” means any act by which severe pain or suffering is intentionally inflicted when such pain or suffering is inflicted by a public official or other person acting in an official capacity’. 91 Therefore, to define ‘official act’ as not comprising international crimes would mean that any act of torture was committed in a private capacity and, thus, would, per definitionem, not be subject to the provisions of the Convention Against Torture. 92

Besides, to define core crimes as ‘private’ acts would also imply that these acts cannot be attributed to the state for the purposes of state responsibility (unless the state would also be responsible for merely tolerating certain acts). This, in turn, would mean that the European Court of Human Rights could not order a state to pay damages to the victims of core crimes. 93

Thus, the proper definition of ‘official act’ should be something similar to ‘act committed for official purposes’. 94 According to such a definition, an act committed in order to restore public security would be an official act, whereas an act with the (immediate) purpose of acquiring personal wealth would be a private act, regardless of whether either act was legal or not. 95 If this definition of official act were accepted, the rule of state immunity ratiōnem materiæ should — in parallel to the exception for commercial activities 96 — simply be interpreted as not comprising such official acts which amount to core crimes.

4 Summary and Conclusion

The present article argued that the ICJ’s obiter dictum, that Ministers of Foreign Affairs are immune for official acts even when they are no longer in office, is both not well reasoned and difficult to reconcile with the existing law of state immunity. The

91 Emphasis added.
92 Cf. Cassese, supra note 10, at 868; Bank, supra note 4, at 693, holds that the terms of the Convention Against Torture and the notion of ‘official act’ for the purposes of state immunity could be interpreted differently, but seems to consider this not a very convincing solution. Indeed, it would be hard to argue that it helps to form a consistent system of international law to label the same act official and non-official. It is submitted that, in the case of state immunity, at least from a systematic point of view, there is no need for such disparity.
93 Clearly, a possibility to avoid this result would be, again, to interpret the term ‘official conduct’ differently for the purposes of state responsibility; however, the criticism formulated in the previous note would apply to this solution as well.
94 According to Lord Hope in Pinochet (No. 3), supra note 10, at 881, one should ask ‘whether the act was done for the state’s interest’; cf. also ibid. at 889 (per Lord Hutton); Wedgwood, supra note 35, at 819, suggests that there are three classes of conduct: official acts, private acts and ‘yet other acts that are excluded from official duties despite their “impersonal” motivation’; however, in the present case, the formulation of the ICJ which refers in para. 61 to ‘private acts’ only as possible subject-matters for criminal proceedings is at odds with Professor Wedgwood’s suggestion. In any case, it may be concluded that the issue is not yet settled and needs some further consideration to provide an adequate solution for all possible cases.
95 Cf. Bothe, supra note 34, at 262.
96 On this exception, cf. Wirth, supra note 32, at 433. Another exception is accepted, for instance, for undercover or clandestine acts (like espionage or sabotage) committed on the territory of the state which wishes to exercise jurisdiction; Folz and Soppe, supra note 78, at 578; and Bothe, supra note 34, at 252.
decision seems to disregard to a considerable extent existing state practice and opinio juris with regard to state immunity *ratione materiae* in the context of criminal prosecutions of core crimes. In fact, the Court hardly adduces any evidence for the existence of the rule which it asserts,97 and, what is more, there is a gap in its reasoning: whereas all arguments made by the Court in discussing the merits of the case relate only to *incumbent* Ministers of Foreign Affairs, the conclusion drawn in paragraph 61 of the decision then includes *former* Ministers of Foreign Affairs.

A survey of the available sources showed that there is a strong tendency in international law to deny immunity to state officials who have committed core crimes. It has been argued that the best concretization of the existing state practice would be a rule shaped along the lines of the *Pinochet* decision. According to this rule, immunity *ratione personae* would grant effective protection (even) against prosecutions for core crimes. However, as immunity *ratione personae* is available only to incumbent holders of office, it ceases to protect them as soon as their term of office ends. Thereafter, these persons are protected only by immunity *ratione materiae*, which should be interpreted as providing no protection against core crimes prosecutions.

It is submitted that such a rule would strike the right balance between the protection of a state’s ability to function and the protection of human rights.98 It would ensure that the highest state representatives could discharge their functions unfettered, but, at the same time, would provide that, once they are out of office, they must face responsibility even for their official conduct. No Head of State and no Minister of Foreign Affairs could be sure anymore that he or she would not be called to account sooner or later and, thus, would have to take international criminal law into consideration when formulating his or her policies.

As to lower-ranking state officials, there would be no protection whatsoever — even while they are in office — against prosecutions for core crimes, because lower-ranking state officials are not protected by immunity *ratione personae* but only by immunity *ratione materiae*. This also would be in accordance with the principle that a state’s ability to function should not be impaired because, unlike a Head of State, a lower-ranking state official can be replaced if he or she is, for instance, arrested while abroad for the alleged commission of crimes against humanity.

Finally, it must be noted that restricted state immunity with regard to core crimes is

97 Cf. Dissenting Opinion of Judge Van den Wyngaert, para. 27.
98 Bianchi, *supra* note 4, at 261, submits that no immunity at all should be granted with regard to prosecutions for the alleged commission of core crimes. He contends that granting immunity to incumbent Heads of State but denying it to former Heads of State would create a situation in which holders of power ‘will be protected by law as long as they retain power, whereas they will be left to their fate once that power comes to an end’. However, former Heads of State who are prosecuted for the alleged commission of core crimes are not ‘left to their fate’ but are brought to justice. Moreover, whereas it may be true that those in power gain — temporary — advantage from state immunity, this is merely an unavoidable side-effect. The *legal* beneficiary of immunities is only and exclusively the state and the international community, never an individual. Thus, the scope of state immunity cannot be interpreted with regard to a perceived injustice in relation to individuals but only with regard to the international values protected by it.
not only, as has been submitted in this article, a part of current international law, it is also an imperative necessity for the protection of human rights. Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal are right in expressing serious doubts that, as the Court suggested in paragraph 61, a Minister of Foreign Affairs will be tried in his or her own country.\textsuperscript{99} Indeed, as Professor Wedgwood noted, states which commit international crimes through their officials are not the proper forum to call these officials to account.\textsuperscript{100} A good example is the case of Hissène Habré, the former Head of State of Chad, who cannot be called to account in his own country.\textsuperscript{101} With regard to international prosecutions which the judgment\textsuperscript{102} conceived as a viable substitute for foreign national prosecutions, Judge Van den Wyngaert correctly points out that the future ‘International Criminal Court, like the ad hoc international tribunals, will not be able to deal with all crimes that come under its jurisdiction’.\textsuperscript{103} Rather, the Statute of the International Criminal Court itself envisions that the huge majority of the cases will be prosecuted before national courts\textsuperscript{104} as the International Criminal Court will itself be able to conduct no more than four or five trials at the same time in its first years.

Therefore, it is necessary for the effective protection of human rights that core crimes can be prosecuted in national courts of third countries, and this is exactly what the members of the international community have finally decided to do.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{99} Joint Separate Opinion of Judges Higgins, Kooijmans and Buergenthal, para. 78.
\textsuperscript{100} Cf. Wedgwood, supra note 35, at 832.
\textsuperscript{102} Judgment, supra note 1, para. 61.
\textsuperscript{103} Dissenting Opinion of Judge Van den Wyngaert, para. 37 (emphasis in original).
\textsuperscript{104} Cf. Article 17 of the Rome Statute (regulating the so-called complementarity).
\textsuperscript{105} It is to this end that Germany and other states updated their legislation implementing the core crimes of the Rome Statute (an English translation of the draft German International Crimes Code can be found at www.iuscrim.mpg.de/de/forsch/online_pub.html, bottom of page; the International Crimes Code came into force on 30 June 2002, one day before the Rome Statute).